THE "DOPESTER"

Hard times for skating. Enter now for the "In-door" meet. It seems hard to have Wentworth declared ineligible, but it is only right for us to consider that Harvard had, but still we didn't play fair with our opponents.

If Wentworth was in the game Wednesday night, the Tufts game might have been different. One thing is certain, though, I did not like the way the Institute team played at Medford. There was too much unnecessary roughness and "slugging." Better stop that now, fellows.

The Tech-Harvard hockey game was another disappointment. Our fellows had two chances to shoot for every one another disappointment. Our fellows like the way the Institute team played at Medford. There was too much unnecessary roughness and "slugging." Better stop that now, fellows.

The Hockey team has a game scheduled with Rose-Burn for Saturday. Let's hope for ice.

The "Apollo"

"The Synchlotes that are different!"

1911 OPINIONS

Fall Clothes
FOR GENTLEMEN
Highest Order of Tailoring, yet ready to Slip In.
Suit or Overcoat
$25 to $50
FINES T OF FURNISHINGS, ALSO

Ely Meyer & M. C. Simon
T. Henry Clarkson, Manager.
WASHINGTON AND FRANKLIN STREETS.

"To the victor belongs the spoils." It's double satisfaction to inspect the trophy through the haze of a comforting, aromatic Fatima.

A quality cigarette of more pleasing fragrance than the ordinary Turkish smoke—an ideal blend everyone likes.

Because there's no expense for brilliant boxes, gilt trills, etc., we put ten extra cigarettes in every package.

The American Tobacco Co.